
The project involves several experiments aimed at the concept of sound using mostly simple materials.  
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The experiments are focused on: 

- how to make sound visible, 

- how sound is made, 

- what the frequency and 

amplitude of sound depends 

on, 

- how fast sound travels.  

The experiments are designed for 

independent students´ investigation 

when students explore sound 

properties or make their own 

instrument producing sound (straw) 

or even music (plastic pipe or 

bicycle spoke). 

Students can be involved in 

research and design projects 

connected with sound and music 

and the project outputs can even 

result in musical performance 

using own home-made musical 

instruments to present at school 

events. 

Simple musical instruments 
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Sound around us 
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The hidden secrets of the visible light
The wave property of the light

A significant part of the information about our

environment is obtained by the help of visible

light. However, the wave-characteristic of light

remains hidden for us. The project presents

experiments which proves the wave-

characteristic of light with the help of simple

tools available for everyone. Different physical

phenomena like light interference, diffraction

and polarization are shown in their respective

ways by using mobile phones, cheap

electronic devices and other means of

everyday use available almost for free. These

can sufficiently contribute to motivating

students in their studies of science.

By doing experiments using simple, everyday tools,

students can feel science has come very close to

them, because they can physically take things in

their hands, they can do the experiments

themselves and they can draw conclusions.

Brewster-periscope

Polarization at home/classroom

Diffraction at home/classroom

RGB diffraction demonstrator



Our project is about the 4R’s application: 

To Reduce, Recycle, Reuse and Recover, at the 

building of solar ovens and solar collectors, 

aiming to improved sustainability. 

 

Our project involves the construction and study 

of different types of solar ovens and a solar 

collector, which allows the study of the energy 

transfer phenomenon – heat and radiation; the 

bodies emissivity; kinds of materials; optical 

phenomena; yield in heating processes; 

thermal conductivity and many other things! 
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The Sun inspires us… 
Energy Transfers 
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 We wish a classroom that goes beyond the walls where 

students can “feed” their curiosity. There they can reflect on 

"why questions". They can apply knowledge and develop skills 

related to Science. 

We think that classrooms should 

reflect the world because learning is 

dynamic and it is transversal and 

because we are curious as well.  
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Tin can Radon detector
Radon detection on a budget!

To help the DIY process, we made some kits,

pre assembled amplifiers with the resistors.

This action provides an easier approach if

you want to build the detector. Also these

kit elements are cheap and easy to get, even

from scrap parts.(e.g.: old transistor radio)

If you choose these kits, all you need to

have, is two different sized tin cans, some

aluminum foil, a multimeter, and a 9V

battery. Everything else will be in the kit.

Our goal is to provide the students a cheap DIY way to get

closer to understanding physics, to ask questions, also have

great ideas, more and more curiosity about physics and nature.

Radon is a radioactive gas which may

be a threat to our health. It can be

found everywhere, and comes from

the cracks of our planet’s soil.

This DIY radon detection kit lets you

inspect the rising or falling level of

the radioactive gas. The detector

amplifies an unbelievably small ion

current flowing trough the air in the

tin can when high energy particles fly

into it. We use transistors to amplify

the signal, and a multimeter

measures a voltage drop between

the pins of a resistor.
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Playing with heat

– turning heat into work
Simple and straightforward experiments on 

converting heat into mechanic work.

We show the basic principle of all heat 

engines which is the one based on the fact, 

that they can change into work only a 

portion of heat which spontaneously moves 

over from the warmer part of the machine to 

the cooler one. The tools are easily available 

and low-cost, but the physical principles of

converting heat into work are very diverse.

There are many ways to change heat into 

work. The best way how to find it out is try

to do it with your own hands and head.

Drinking bird as a heat engine

Infra - photophoto
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Why does the electric current flow?

Many student have a hard time understanding the 

abstract concepts of electricity. For some of them it 

might be helpful to show a visual and practical 

analogy that helps them to remember the many 

interesting phenomena of this subject.

The flow of water is a surprisingly perfect analogy 

for the flow of electric current. The height have the 

role of voltage as the driving force. The flow rate 

(gram/s) is analogous to electric current and even 

the mechanical power behaves the same as electric 

power.

Water flowing in tubes can demonstrate 

all aspects of the resistance of electric 

wires.

The can be represented as obstacles in 

the tube, and then the dependence on 

the type of material and length can be 

demonstrated, too.
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